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YOU

might
have

heard that L.A.’s
Aecom Technology
Corp. bought rival URS
last year – but probably
not that Aecom’s Michael
Burke got the ball rolling on that
huge transaction two days before
he became chief executive. And you
know that Steve Ballmer bought the
Clippers, but you might not know the deal
came together in only a few days. Those are
just two of the inside-the-boardroom details you’ll
find in this special report – our first – ranking L.A.’s
biggest deals of 2014.

By HOWARD FINE Staff Reporter

Shoddy record-keeping and a problematic state
law have L.A. city officials poised to give up their
fight against billboard owners. If so, that would
allow the companies to keep nearly 1,000 signs
that either lack clear permits or are breaking other
rules – and to avoid paying hundreds of thousands
of dollars in penalties.

The looming city surrender would avoid a legal
battle with billboard companies – a battle city offi-
cials believe they would lose thanks to missing
permit records and a state code that allows unlaw-
fully built billboards to become legal if the city
hasn’t gone after them for at least five years.

By MARNI USHEROFF Staff Reporter

The Daughters of Charity Health System, hem-
orrhaging $10 million a month and facing bankrupt-
cy, needed a buyer for its six California hospitals.

There was plenty of interest – nearly 30 bidders
stepped up. But with a low-income constituency that
relies on its safety-net hospitals, including St. Vincent
Medical Center in downtown Los Angeles and St.
Francis in Lynwood; a complex pension arrange-
ment; and entrenched union interests, closing the deal
and stanching the bleeding proved a complex and
challenging process.

HEALTH CARE: Daughters backs
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By SUBRINA HUDSON Staff Reporter

Auto and property insurer Mercury General
Corp. has been running television ads in
California for years. But now viewers in 49 other
states will start seeing them for the first time –
even though people in most of those states can’t
buy Mercury insurance.

The L.A. company last week launched its first
national ad campaign, a curious move for an insur-
er that is licensed to sell policies in just 13 states
and has never done much advertising outside of
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Divided Diagnosis for Hospital Sale 

By SANDRO MONETTI Staff Reporter

Walt Disney Co.’s low-budget fairytale film
“Into the Woods” will soon deliver a happy-ever-
after ending for the studio. The reason: The movie
appears headed into the black.

The star-studded musical was made for far less
money than recent musical movies after studio
bosses minimized their risk on a genre that can
prove a poison apple at the box office.

“Radical caution is the current trend in the indus-
try, and Disney’s cost consciousness over this movie is
a perfect example of how Hollywood does things dif-
ferently now,” said veteran publicist Michael Levine.

Box-Office Win
Had for a Song
FILM: Low-cost ‘Woods’ may
sow seeds for more musicals.
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With so many competing interests, the path
Daughters of Charity followed out of the
morass was bound to generate controversy.

Indeed, it has. The sale, which has been
narrowed to a single bidder, has moved from
the boardroom to the streets, as the union rep-
resenting many of the workers in in the health
system has marshaled members and sympa-
thizers to oppose the proposed deal with
Prime Healthcare Services.

The union, Service Employees
International Union-United Healthcare
Workers West, has expressed concern over a
federal investigation into Prime’s billing prac-
tices and fears that the firm would cut jobs
and services at Daughters’ hospitals in favor
of profits. 

Prime and its allies have rebutted the claims
against the company, casting itself as a white
knight that’s inspired SEIU’s ire because it
won’t bow to the union’s demands.

The battle over the deal comes after a
process that began early last year when
Daughters of Charity brought in investment
bank Houlihan Lokey to help it navigate the
complex landscape. The Century City firm
guided a process that included reaching out
to a mix of 133 for-profit, non-profit, gov-
ernment, Catholic, private equity and real
estate sources.

In March, Daughters of Charity received 29
bids: some for its medical buildings, others for
just some of its hospitals, some for the system
as a whole. Roughly half of the bidders
returned for the second round in May, and six
were left for the final round in September.

“If someone provided a proposal that didn’t
achieve our objective or wasn’t competitive,
we told people this is what you need to do to
your proposal going forward,” explained
Houlihan Lokey Managing Director Andrew
Turnbull, who led the transaction. “If they
didn’t, they self-selected out.”

In early October, the health system’s
board evaluated the bids based on about a
dozen criteria, among them the prospect for
continuation of health care services, valua-
tions, the likelihood of the transaction clos-
ing, union agreements, pension experience
and financial wherewithal.

Of the remaining half-dozen suitors,
Paladin Healthcare and Integrity
Healthcare Inc. couldn’t secure funding
and essentially dropped out of the race,
according to Robert Issai, the health sys-
tem’s chief executive.

The remaining contenders included Prime,
an Ontario company led by Dr. Prem Reddy
that overhauls distressed hospitals around the
country; New York private equity firm Blue
Wolf Capital Partners; Strategic Global
Management Inc., a Riverside-based owner
and operator of hospitals and medical groups;
and Prospect Medical Holdings, a health care
and physician services provider based in West
Los Angeles and owned by L.A. investment
bank Leonard Green & Partners.

“We had very high hopes (for Prospect)
because they’re owned by Leonard Green, and
Leonard Green has more money than God, I
guess,” Issai said. 

But two days before Daughters of Charity
needed to review the bids in early October,
both Prospect and SGM still hadn’t pinned
down their funding sources, according to Issai.

“Prospect’s owner has a lot of money but
they never told us, you know, Morgan
Stanley is going to give us a letter of credit for
$500 million or whatever to do this transac-
tion,” he said.

After a nearly yearlong process, Daughters
of Charity finally struck a deal with Prime.

Meeting resistance
While Issai and Turnbull said Prime was

clearly the class of the competition for the
chain, not everyone sees the company as

Daughters of Charity’s savior.
The union is adamantly opposed to Prime,

which critics contend prizes profits above all
else. Other opponents, including the United
Nurses Association of California and
Lynwood municipal officials, have voiced con-
cerns about the 7,600 jobs and more than
16,000 pensions at stake.

But others, such as the California Nurses
Association, have showed their support for
Prime as a lifeline.

Blue Wolf, which invests in distressed com-
panies and deals involving organized labor
relationships, was championed loudly by the
union and Dave Regan, the union’s president.
Regan said Blue Wolf was offering $300 mil-

lion in capital improvements – twice as much
as Prime – not to mention collective-bargain-
ing understandings with two of the major
unions at Daughters of Charity’s hospitals.  

The private equity firm proposed bringing
in two experienced health care executives, Dr.
Richard Becker, who turned around the
Brooklyn Hospital Center in New York, and
Dick Wright, who led the acquisition of mul-
tiple hospitals and medical centers in
California for Universal Health Services Inc.

But Blue Wolf was essentially proposing to
enter into a management agreement with the
hospital system for $24 million a year with an
option to acquire the assets later, according to
Issai and board documents.

Board meeting minutes note that Blue Wolf
wouldn’t provide further details about its turn-
around plan and because the firm wasn’t pro-
posing a purchase of the health system, “it
wasn’t really an offer.”

Regan countered that Houlihan Lokey’s
“process was deeply flawed, wasn’t evenhand-
ed or fair.”

Turnbull disputed this, noting that he want-
ed to keep the process full of competitive bids
for as long as possible.

“I don’t believe we misrepresented Blue
Wolf,” he said. “We clearly understand the bid.
It was then, and is now, inferior to the propos-
al Prime put on the table.”

Turnbull said it isn’t lost on him that Prime
has some relationship issues that create some
challenges, but he stands by the decision.

“We chose the right proposal, notwith-
standing the political challenges it brings,”
he said.

In the end, Prime’s offer seemingly ticked
each box of the board’s criteria, offering a deal
valued at $843 million in cash and assumed
liabilities. Prime has agreed not to cut charita-
ble care at the hospitals for a period of five
years, as did other bidders. The deal must still
be approved by state Attorney General
Kamala Harris – and the Vatican – and Prime
still faces stiff resistance from the union.

Lowell Brown, national chair of the health
care practice at Arent Fox in Los Angeles,
reviewed Houlihan Lokey’s summary of bids
and the board’s subsequent discussion for the
Business Journal.

“It looks like (the board) went through a
painstaking and thoughtful evaluation of the
various proposals, and they made sure the
organization’s mission was a key part of the
discussion,” Brown said. “It did seem that
Houlihan Lokey went through pretty objec-
tively (outlining) the pros and cons of every
proposal. It was clear to me why they ended up
going with Prime.”

Health Care: Union Nurses Opposition to Bidder 
Continued from page 1

Prime Healthcare Services has grown
from operating one hospital in 2001 to own-
ing 29 across nine states. It has expanded
largely through the acquisition of distressed
medical centers, at times encountering
resistance such as the vocal broadsides
coming from the Service Employees
International Union-United Healthcare
Workers West over its proposed purchase of
the Daughters of Charity Health System.
Mike Sarian, Prime’s president of operations,
discussed the challenges of running a large
hospital system while trying to close the
deal with Daughters of Charity.

Question: If the Daughters acquisi-
tion and other pending deals go
through, Prime will be the fifth- or
fourth-largest for-profit system in
the country. What’s the value of
being that size?
Answer: Being bigger gives you a little bit of
leverage on most insurance contracts and
economies of scale.

What are the challenges of being
that big?
The challenge is trying to make all these
hospitals work and be successful every day.
Running a hospital is not an automatic pilot.
It’s a 24-7, 365-day operation. 

Prime knew this deal was going to
have to be approved by Kamala
Harris, a Democrat who’s been seen
as pro union in the past and didn’t
approve Prime’s proposed acquisi-
tion of Victor Valley Community
Hospital, which came under similar
pressure. Why did you venture forth

in this territory again?
These hospitals will fit into our business model,
we are well-equipped to save these hospitals.
We have the experience and the background to
do that. The company employs close to 10,000
employees, and we will also protect the pension
of 17,000 current and past employees. We’ve
never shut down a hospital. (Harris) will come
to the conclusion regardless of the political
views that this is a good decision. 

Is it accurate to say that Prime’s way
of thinking is, “If there’s no margin,
there’s no mission,” regarding
streamlining financials and taking
over a Catholic health system?

We’re committed to the mission of the
Daughters of Charity, to continue that mis-
sion that started over 100 years ago. We
(already) provide more charity and uncom-
pensated care than any other system per-
patient days than anybody else. Yes, at the
end of the day it’s a business, and you have
to run it like a business. Streamlining opera-
tions, there’s nothing wrong with that. Any
business, even non-profits, need some mar-
gin to invest in their infrastructure.
Otherwise, how are you going to operate,
buy equipment and technology? So it’s natu-
ral, whether it’s a for-profit company or non-
profit to have some efficiencies.

– Marni Usheroff

Sizing Up Large Acquisition

Ready to Commit: Mike Sarian at downtown L.A.’s St. Vincent Medical Center. 
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Prime Supporter: Robert Issai at downtown L.A.’s St. Vincent Medical Center.
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